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A new invariant of link concordance is introduced, which takes values in the homotopy groups 
of the 2-sphere and which vanishes for links concordant to boundary links. When the category 
of links is broadened to allow manifold (i.e. non-spherical) links and the equivalence relation of 
concordance is weakened to /%equivalence, this invariant is shown to completely answer the 
question of which links are P-equivalent to boundary links. 
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Introduction 
The study of link concordance has suffered from the lack of a well-defined 
connected sum operation. For boundary links, connected sum can be made to be 
well-defined, and the set of (boundary) concordance classes of boundary links forms 
a group. S. Cappell and J. Shaneson [l] have computed this group in terms of their 
r-groups; it also seems likely that the Seifert matrix approach of J. Levine [3,4] 
will apply in this case. It is thus an important problem to determine which links 
are concordant to boundary links. For example, this is the content of problems 21 
and 22 in C. Gordon’s list [5]. 
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a new linking invariant and to give a 
solution to a closely related problem. We deal with links of two components, but 
the methods of this paper generalize in different ways to links of more components. 
We will not pursue this here. We work in the smooth category. 
We first generalize the definition of link to include all pairs (M, N) of mutually 
disjoint, closed, oriented, connected, n-dimensional submanifolds of Sn+Z. If both 
M and N are spheres, then we call the link spherical. Two links L,, = (M,, No) and 
L, = (M,, N,) are concordant if, when we regard L,, as lying in Snc2 x(0) and L,‘as 
lying in Sn+* x { l}, there is a pair (A, B) of submanifolds of S”+* x Z satisfying: 
(i) A==M,,xZ, B==N,,xZ; 
(ii) A and B are properly embedded in Snt2 x I; 
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(iii) An(S”” x{i})=M, and Bn(S”“x{i})=N,, i=O, 1; 
(iv) AnB=O. 
Given any link, each component bounds a compact, connected, orientable (n + 
1)-manifold in .S”+‘, called a Seifert surface (see Theorem 1.3). In general, the 
Seifert surfaces for the two components will intersect non-trivially. Links for which 
there exist pairs of Seifert surfaces which do not intersect are called boundary links. 
First, we distinguish a class of links (semi-boundary links) which satisfy a 
necessary condition for concordance with boundary links, and we characterize all 
semi-boundary links by means of a generalized linking number (Corollary 2.2). For 
semi-boundary links, it is possible to find pairs of Seifert surfaces which have ‘nice’ 
intersection. This intersection is used to define an element p of fl<(S”“) = rrnc2S2. 
The element p turns out to be independent of the particular pair of nice Seifert 
surfaces, and it is always zero for links concordant to boundary links. 
At this point, we relax the equivalence relation on links (to P-equivalence) in 
order to be able to define a connected sum operation. The set 9’” of P-equivalence 
classes of semi-boundary links is shown to be an abelian group under connected 
sum (Theorem 3.3). Any link concordant to a boundary link represents the zero 
element of Y’,. The linking invariant /.!I is also an invariant of p-equivalence and is 
additive with respect to connected sum. Our main theorem (Theorem 5.1) states 
that p induces an isomorphism of abelian groups Y’, = ~F,.+~S’. 
The group 9, may be thought of as a quotient of the set of concordance classes 
of semi-boundary links. Thus, we are able to see the existence of semi-boundary 
links which are not concordant to boundary links. We do not know whether P’,, is 
in any sense the ‘largest’ quotient of the set of concordance classes of semi-boundary 
links which forms an abelian group. 
The author is grateful to Gary Hamrick for many helpful conversations. The 
invariant p was discovered independently by Jerome Levine (unpublished). Also, 
Tim Cochran [2] and Daniel Ruberman [6] have studied this invariant. 
1. Framings, obstructions and Seifert surfaces 
The main result of this section, the existence of Seifert surfaces, is well-known 
to knot-theorists, and the proof we give is based on the same idea as the proof for 
spherical knots. However, we have not been able to find a proof in the literature 
and since there are some subtleties caused by the existence of non-trivial framings 
on the normal bundle of non-spherical knots in S”+*, we include this section as a 
convenience for the reader. 
Let A4 be a closed, connected, oriented n-submanifold of S”+‘. Its normal bundle 
is trivial (for example, the Euler class is zero). There are generally many inequivalent 
framings on this bundle, and they are in one-to-one correspondence with homotopy 
classes of maps of M into SO(2). Thus, framings correspond in one-to-one fashion 
(although non-canonically) with elements of H’(M; 2). In our situation, there is 
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a canonical choice of correspondence. In other words, there is a canonical base 
point for the set of all framings on the normal bundle of M, which we call the zero 
framing. 
Begin with any framing E This amounts to a choice of unit normal vector field 
on M. We define a cocycle c E H’(M) as follows. Let (T be any element of H,(M). 
Then c(a) is evaluated by “pushing u off M” along the normal vector field, and 
then forming the ordinary linking number in S”+’ of (+ with M. It is not difficult to 
verify that, given two framings F, and F2, the difference c, - c2 E H’(M) corresponds 
to the mapping f: M --* SO(2) which measures the difference between F, and F2 at 
each point of M under the Hopf-Whitney correspondence of H’(M) with 
[M, SO(2)]. The zero-framing F,, is evidently the framing which corresponds to 
0 E H’(M). It has the property that, if u is any element of H,(M) and we push u 
off M using the normal direction given by F,, then Ik(a, M) = 0. We have proved 
Lemma 1.1. Given M as above, there is a canonical zero-framing F0 of its normal 
bundle, which is characterized by the property that whenever u E H,(M) is pushed 08 
M via the framing, then lk(u, M) = 0. 
We will now use the zero-framing to construct our Seifert surface. Let X = 
S “+‘- U(M), where U is an open tubular neighborhood of M in S”+‘. The 
zero-framing gives a homeomorphism of 8X with M xS’. Define f: 8X-+ S’ by 
following this homeomorphism by projection onto S’. For any UE H,(aX), f * (a) E 
H,(S’)==Z is given by *lk(a, M) in S”+’ (the sign is determined by the choice of 
isomorphism H, (S’) = Z). 
Lemma 1.2. f extends to all of X, 
Proof. Let cy be a generator of H,(S’). It is well-known that f extends if and only 
if f *(a) is the restriction to 8X of a globally defined cocycle in H’(X). However, 
H’(X) is isomorphic to B, generated by the cocyle c which assigns to each l-cycle 
u its linking number with M. This cocycle, up to sign, restricts to f*(a) by the 
discussion above. 0 
Finally, 
Theorem 1.3. Let M be a closed, connected, oriented n-dimensional submanifold of 
S “+‘. Then M is the boundary of a compact, orientable connected (n + I)-manifold 
with boundary in S”+*. 
Proof. We choose the zero-framing for the normal bundle of M, and construct the 
mapping f: X + S’ as in Lemma 1.2. Consider any inverse image of a regular value. 
This will be a Seifert surface for M (of course, we discard any closed com- 
ponents). Cl 
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2. Semi-boundary links 
Let L=(M, N)cS”+’ be a link. We say that I!, is a semi-boundary link if M has 
a Seifet-t surface V and N has a Seifert surface W such that M n W = V n N = 0. 
Not all links are semi-boundary links; however, it turns out that all links which are 
concordant to boundary links are semi-boundary. 
We will now characterize all semi-boundary links. A necessary tool is the following 
generalization of the linking number. Let L = (M, N) c Snc2 be a link. Define the 
asymmetrical linking number alk(M, N) to be the non-negative generator of the 
image of the composition H,(N) + H,( S”+? - M) + Z, where the first homomorph- 
ism is induced by inclusion and the second is the isomorphism which comes from 
Alexander duality. More geometrically, alk(M, N) measures the linking of the 
l-dimensional cycles of N with M in S”+‘. When n = 1, alk(M, N) is just the 
absolute value of the ordinary linking number. 
In general, alk( M, N) f alk( N, M). For example, let SZ be an unknotted sphere 
in S4, and consider a small linking circle (a meridian of S’) C. We may thicken C 
to C X D* in the complement of S2. Form a link by taking M = S2, N = C X?)D*. 
Then, alk( M, N) = 1 by construction, but alk( N, M) is necessarily zero since 
H,( S2) = 0. Note that N = a( C x D2) in the complement of M, while M does not 
bound in the complement of N. This turns out to depend on the vanishing of 
alk( N, M) and the non-vanishing of alk( M, N). This link is not semi-boundary. 
Theorem 2.1. Let L= (h4, N) be a link in S*+‘. 7he following are equivalent: 
(i) M bounds a Seifert surface in Snt2 - N; 
(ii) [M]=O in H,(S”+‘- N); 
(iii) alk( M, N) = 0. 
Proof. Clearly, (i) implies (ii). Now suppose M is null-homologous in S”+‘- N 
Then, if u is any l-cycle in N, the ordinary linking number in S”+* of u with M is 
zero. Hence, the image of H,N in H,(S”‘* - M) is zero, and so alk(M, N) = 0. 
Thus, (ii) implies (iii). Finally, suppose alk( M, N) = 0. By Theorem 1.3, M bounds 
a Seifert surface in S”+* so this gives a mapping f: (Sne2 - M) --* S’, by the Pontry- 
agin-Thorn construction. The fact that the image of HI N in H,(Sn+Z - M) is zero 
implies that the composite map N G S”+‘- M +,S’ is null-homotopic. We modify 
f by a homotopy so that f( N) is a point and take the inverse image of a different 
regular value to obtain a Seifert surface for M in S”*‘- N. This proves that (iii) 
implies (i). Cl 
Corollary 2.2. Let L = (M, N) be a link in Sn+2. The following are equivalent: 
(i) L is a semi-boundary link 
(ii) Each component of L is null-homologous in the complement of the other. 
(iii) alk( M, N) = 0 = alk(N, M). 
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Corollary 2.3. Every spherical link in dimensions n > 1, as well as in dimension n = 1 
as long as the linking number of the two components is zero, is a semi-boundary link. 
Thus, we see that there are many semi-boundary links. The class of semi-boundary 
links includes the important spherical links. We will now show that semi-boundary 
links are the only ones which are even potenrially concordant to boundary links. 
This theorem shows why semi-boundary links are important to us. 
Theorem 2.4. If LO = (MO, N,,) is concordant to u boundary link L, = (M,, N,), then 
LO is a semi-boundary link 
Proof. By Corollary 2.2, it suffices to show that each component of LO is null- 
homologous in the complement of the other. We will show &I,,- 0 in S”+‘- N,,. 
The other case is done in the same way. 
Suppose that we regard L,, as lying in S”+* x(0) and L, as lying in S”+* X{ 1) 
connected by a concordance (A, B) G S”+* x I. Since (S”+’ x I) - B is a homology- 
cobordism of (S”+* x (0)) - N,, and (S”+* x { 1)) - N,, it suffices to show that M,, - 0 
in (S”+* x I) -B. Let V be a Seifert surface for M, ; since L, is a boundary link, V 
maybechosensothat VnN~=0.M,boundsA~Vin(S”‘~xI)-B. 0 
Note that the proof actually shows more. 
Corollary 2.5. The condition of being a semi-boundary link is preserved under con- 
cordance. 
3. The group 9’. 
Let L = (M, N) E S”+* be a semi-boundary link, and let V and W be Seifert 
surfaces for M and N, respectively, such that Vn N = M n W = 0. By a small 
general position move rel boundaries, we may guarantee that V and W have 
transverse intersection, and the condition Vn W = (int V) n (int W) is preserved. 
We adopt the nomenclature of Cochran [2] and call such ( V, W) a special Seifert 
pair for L. 
Suppose that LO= (MO, N,,) and L, = (M,, N,) are concordant semi-boundary 
links, with special Seifert pairs ( V,, W,,) and ( V,, W,), respectively. Let A = M,, X Z 
and B = N,, x I be the concordance from LO to L, in S”+’ X I. Let Y = Au V,, u V, 
and 2 = B u W,u W,. Both Y and 2 are subsets of S”+* x I. The following lemma 
shows that the property of being semi-boundary carries over to concordances as well. 
Lemma 3.1. In Snc2 xl, Y bounds in the complement of B and Z bounds in the 
complement of A. 
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The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1. We now wish to trivialize links 
concordant to boundary links in a geometric fashion. A naive approach would be 
to say that a link is equivalent to zero if and only if each component bounds an 
(n + I)-manifold in B”+’ and these (n + l)-manifolds are mutually disjoint. Unfortu- 
nately, this trivializes all semi-boundary links. However, Lemma 3.1 suggests the 
following more restrictive definition. We say that a semi-boundary link L = (A4, N) 
is P-null-bordant if and only if M and N bound properly embedded (n + 
I)-manifolds A and B in Bne3 such that An B = 0 and A and B each bound (as 
relative cycles in (Bn+3, S”+‘)) in the complement of the other. 
This leads to the following equivalence relation on the class of semi-boundary 
links. We say that Lo= (M,, No) and L, = (M,, N,) are /3-equivalent if and only if 
when we regard L, as lying in S”+’ x (0) and L, as lying in Sn+> x { I}, there exist 
properly embedded (n + I)-manifolds Y and 2 in S”+’ x I such that 
(i) ~Y=M,uM,,rlZ=N,uN,, 
(ii) YnZ=B, 
(iii) Y and Z each bound (as relative cycles) in the complement of the other. 
It is clear that a semi-boundary link is P-equivalent to a boundary link if and 
only if it is P-null-bordant. We let 9” denote the set of P-equivalence classes of 
semi-boundary links. Note that every concordance of semi-boundary links is a 
S-equivalence, by Lemma 3.1. 
A major advantage in this definition of P-equivalence is that, even though 
connected sum is in general not well-defined, we can make it well-defined module 
P-equivalence. Given two semi-boundary links Lo = (M,, No) and L, = (M,, N,), to 
form I!+# I!,, we form the connected sums M,# M, and N,,# N, along disjoint arcs 
in the complement of some pair of special Seifert pairs. 
Lemma 3.2. The connected sum L,# L, is well-dejned modulo P-equivalence. 
Proof. Suppose ( V,, W,) and ( VA, Wb) are special Seifert pairs for LO, and ( VI, W,) 
and ( Vi, W;) are special Seifert pairs for L,. We think of ( V,, W,) and ( V,, W,) as 
lying in S”+’ x(O), and (V& Wb) and (Vi, Wl,) as lying in S”+’ X{ 11, connected by 
trivial (product) concordances. We form the connected sums in both Sn+* X (01 and 
S “+’ x { 1) along suitably chosen arcs. Lemma 3.1 tells us that the concordances are 
P-equivalences. To these P-equivalences, we attach half-tunnels, by way of forming 
the connected sum along the boundary of the concordances along the same arcs as 
used before. The concordances, attached by these tunnels, evidently form a P- 
equivalence. •l 
The existence of the obvious inverse of an element (as in the case of knot 
concordance) clearly gives 9, the necessary additional structure to become an 
abeiian group. Thus, we have 
Theorem 3.3. Y’,, is an abelian group under the operation of connected sum along arcs 
which miss some set of special Seifert pairs. 
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4. The bordism invariant p 
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Let L = (M, N) be a semi-boundary link with a special Seifert pair (V, W). 
Orientations on M and N along with a suitable orientation convention yield choices 
of normal frames on V and W. Thus, Vn W is a framed, closed, n-dimensional 
submanifold of S”+*. The Pontryagin-Thorn construction gives an element /3 of 
57TT,+2(S2). 
Theorem 4.1. /3 does not depend on the choice of special Seifert pair. In fact, p depends 
only on the @equivalence class of L in 9,. 
Proof. Let ( V,, W,) and ( V,, W,) be special Seifert pairs for L. In S”+* x Z, take the 
product concordance LxZ. Let Y=(MxZ)u V,u V,, Z=(NxZ)u W,u WI. Let 
Y = aP, Z = aQ, where P and Q are given by Lemma 3.1. A small general position 
move of P and Q, rel boundaries, makes P and Q have transverse intersection. 
Then P n Q gives a framed bordism of V,n W, and V, n W,. Thus, /3 does not 
depend on the special Siefert pair. Now suppose LO is P-equivalent to L,. The 
bordisms of MO with M, and No with N, each bound in the complement of the 
other. A similar argument as before gives a framed bordism of the intersection of 
some special Seifert pair for LO with the corresponding intersection for L,. Thus, 
p depends only on the P-equivalence class of L. Cl 
Thus, given a semi-boundary link L, p(L) is a well-defined element of 7r,+*(S’). 
Now /3 is clearly additive with respect to any allowable connected sum; hence, p 
defines a homomorphism from Y’” to p,,JS*). 
Before we analyze this homomorphism, we will look at the special case of classical 
links (n = 1). In this case, /3 takes values in 7r3S2 = Z; therefore, we call p the Z-Zopf 
invariant of the link. Consider the following construction: take an unknotted circle 
as the center line of an annulus in S3 with one full right-hand twist, and consider 
a torus whose center line is one edge of the annulus and such that the original 
unknotted circle is on the torus. Remove an open 2-disk from the torus, being careful 
to choose a disk which does not intersect the original unknotted circle, and form 
the connected sum of the two boundary components of the annulus along an 
untwisted band which passes through the circle. The two surfaces intersect along a 
circle with +l framing. 
What we have just constructed is a special Seifert pair for the Whitehead link. 
Therefore, the element of Zfopf invariant one is the Whitehead link It is to be 
regarded as the semi-boundary link most closely related to the Hopf link (you just 
double one component). In fact, it is easy to see that the link of Fig. 1 has p = r. 
5. Computation of 9. 
In this section, we prove our main theorem. 
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Fig. I. 
Theorem 5.1. p dejnes an isomorphism of groups .Y’,, = ~,+r(SZ) for every n. 
Both parts of the proof are very geometric and similar in idea. We will state each 
half as a lemma. 
Lemma 5.2. fl is onto. 
Proof. The main idea is contained in the construction of the element of Hopf 
invariant one in the previous section. Let a E rr,+z(S2). Let a be represented by 
f:Sn+2 + S2, and let K be the inverse image of a regular value. If necessary, we can 
modify f by a homotopy so that K is connected. K is a framed codimen$on-two 
submanifold of S”+’ with framing induced byf: This framing induces an embedding 
of K XC-l, l] into S”+*. Think of K as K x(0). Take a copy T of K X S’ whose 
‘centerline’ is K x {- l}, and such that K x (0) lies on T. Remove an open (n + I)-disk 
from T, being careful to select an (n + I)-disk which does not intersect K x(0). 
Form the boundary connected sum of the two components of a( K x[-1, 11) along 
an arc which passes through the hole in T. We have constructed a special Seifert 
pair ( V, W) for a link, such that Vn W is the original framed manifold K. Cl 
We now prove the other half of Theorem 5.1. 
Lemma 5.3. p is one-to-one. 
Proof. Let ( V, W) be a special Seifert pair for a semi-boundary link L = (M, N) 
for which p(L) = 0. Then Vn W is the framed boundary of a framed submanifold 
K of B”+‘. 
We will construct a P-null-bordism for L in stages. As in the proof of Lemma 
5.2, we will actually construct the manifolds bounded by the /3-null-bordisms. We 
will think of B”+’ as (Sn+2 x[O, l])/(S”‘* x{ 1)). 
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The first step is to take a collar of Snc2 x(O) in Bnt3. We will have ( V x[O, E], W x 
[0, E]) in Bn+3 where 0 < E << 1. We also take the liberty of thinking of aK as 
( V x {E}) n ( W x {E}). Now K is framed, so we can extend K to an embedded 
K X[-I, l]X[-1, l] in Bn+3. Here, we think of K as K x(0) X(O), and the first 
[-I, l] factor restricts to give the normal framing of aK in V X(E) while the second 
restricts to give the normal framing of aK in W X(E). 
The second stage is to construct manifolds Y and Z whose boundaries are 
essentially P-null-bordisms for our link L. We let 
Y=(Vx[O,s])u(Kx[-l,l]x{O}), 
Z=( Wx[O, &])u(K x{O}x[-1, 11) 
(see Fig. 2). Note that Y n Z is a framed manifold (essentially K) whose boundary 
is Vn W with the proper framing. 
Fig. 2. 
Finally, we form p by connecting the extra 
int(B”+3) 1 g a on arcs in the complement of both 
Then we obtain our desired P-null-bordisms 
cl(aZ-- W). Thus, if j?(L) = 0, then L represents 
is one-to-one. Cl 
6. Concluding remarks 
boundary components of Y in 
Y and Z; we form Z similarly. 
by setting A = cl(aF- V), B = 
the zero-element of 9” and so p 
Except in the case n = 1, the semi-boundary links realized by the construction of 
Lemma 5.2 are never spherical links, even though one component is always an 
unknotted sphere. This suggests an approach to constructing spherical inks realizing 
arbitrary values of p by ambiently modifying the second component in the ‘torus’ 
S’ x D”+r which is the complement of the unknotted sphere. However, T. Cochran 
[2] has shown, among other things, that any spherical link in dimension n = 2 with 
one component unknotted always has p =O. Also, the construction of Lemma 5.2 
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for the case n = 2 yields a link of an unknotted sphere with a surface of genus two 
as realizing the &n-trivial element of Y2 = T$ = 2,. In [d], D. Ruberman has 
constructed a link of an unknotted 2-sphere and a surface of genus one which 
realizes the non-trivial element of Z2. His technique involves a generalized twist- 
spinning. 
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